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I thank the U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs for
investigating the growing threat of domestic terrorism, especially white nationalist violence. As
recent events in El Paso, Pittsburgh, and elsewhere have made clear, the scale of this threat
requires leadership, prioritization, and resources from a range of government agencies. I submit
this statement to caution members of this Committee, and other members of Congress, against
establishing new federal terrorism crimes, penalties, or surveillance authorities in an effort to
counter this threat.
I am a law professor at Stanford University. I specialize in research and teaching on national
security law, civil rights and liberties, and civil procedure. My scholarly work over the past
decade has focused on the legal treatment of political violence, including domestic and
international terrorism, and on national security oversight through courts and executive
agencies. 1 Prior to my appointments at Stanford, I worked as a civil rights lawyer for the Asian
Law Caucus and the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights in San Francisco.
I. Existing federal laws provide ample means for the federal prosecution of most
domestic terrorism.
The enactment of a new federal domestic terrorism crime is not required for federal prosecution
of most domestic terrorism, and could lead to adverse consequences for individuals and
communities. As it is, the terrorism chapter of the U.S. criminal code includes a large number of
federal crimes and defines an even wider variety of offenses—under approximately fifty listed
statutes—as federal crimes of terrorism when committed with an intent to influence government
conduct. 2 Many of these statutes apply to terrorism irrespective of an international link. For
instance, federal charges can apply to domestic terrorists who use, or seek to use, explosives or
chemical or biological weapons. 3 Earlier this year, on the basis of convictions resulting from
such charges, a federal judge sentenced three Kansas militia members to between 25 and 30
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years in prison for plotting to bomb a mosque and apartment complexes housing Somali
immigrants. 4 In addition, existing federal terrorism crimes cover violence or threats of violence
against federal officials, federal government facilities, and mass transit or communication
systems. 5 These charges have particular utility against individuals acting out of anti-government
motives, who often target federal buildings or officials. 6 Moreover, an existing terrorism charge
for acts of violence and property damage “transcending national boundaries” could apply to the
growing number of acts of white nationalist violence in the United States with international
connections. 7
Federal terrorism-specific charges may not be available for all acts of terrorism, especially some
acts of violence conducted with a gun or vehicle. 8 Even for cases committed with a gun or
vehicle, however, a wide range of other federal criminal charges often apply. 9 Federal civil
rights charges are especially applicable to cases involving white nationalists, who often target
racial or religious minorities or places of worship. 10 In the past several years, federal prosecutors
brought hate crimes and/or obstruction with the free exercise of religion charges against
domestic terrorists such as Dylann Roof (the 2015 Charleston church shooter) 11; James Alex
Fields, Jr. (the 2017 Charlottesville assailant) 12; Robert Bowers (the 2018 Pittsburg synagogue
suspect) 13; and John Timothy Earnest (the 2019 Poway synagogue suspect). 14 In no sense are
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the corresponding penalties light: Roof was sentenced to death for the murder of nine African
American parishioners, 15 and Fields received a life sentence. 16
The use of non-terrorism charges is neither unusual nor restricted to domestic terrorism. Even in
international terrorism cases, the federal government frequently charges suspects under statutes
not specific to terrorism. In fact, the Justice Department’s National Security Division divides
international terrorism convictions into two categories: Category I comprises cases charged for
violations of “federal statutes that are directly related to international terrorism”; and Category II
involves “charged violations of a variety of other statutes,” including “fraud, immigration,
firearms, drugs, false statements, perjury, and obstruction of justice, as well as general
conspiracy charges.” 17 Between 2002 and 2015, federal authorities obtained well over 150
convictions in Category II cases. 18 The National Security Division describes Category II charges
as an “effective method” of “deterring and disrupting potential terrorist planning and support
activities” that “underscores the wide variety of tools available in the U.S. criminal justice
system for disrupting terrorist activity.” 19
All of this suggests that the creation of a new federal domestic terrorism charge is unnecessary.
But the creation of such a charge would also create new risks. One problem stems from the
broad definition of domestic terrorism that legislative proposals now seek to adopt for a new
terrorism crime. Current federal law defines terrorism as unlawful activities that “involve violent
acts or acts dangerous to human life” that “appear to be intended—(i) to intimidate or coerce a
civilian population; (ii) to influence the policy of a government by intimidation or coercion; or
(iii) to affect the conduct of a government by mass destruction, assassination, or kidnapping.” 20
This definition could convert conventional crimes that create public fear, or efforts to influence a
government official for entirely personal reasons, into terrorism. These concerns are not merely
theoretical. Indeed, numerous states have already created terrorism charges modeled on the
federal definition, and some have used such charges in cases far removed from standard
conceptions of terrorism.
For instance, under a Michigan terrorism law that criminalized violent felonies “intended to
intimidate or coerce a civilian population or influence or affect the conduct of
government…through intimidation or coercion,” a court convicted a man whose anger at the
government stemmed from idiosyncratic—and apparently delusional—reasons. 21 The defendant,
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who shot randomly at vehicles over several days, testified that he believed the government had
caused him to lose his job, that agents with clipboards were following him, and that
“government-controlled advanced technologies…caused his wife to miscarry twice, killed one of
his cats, made the other cat ill for a time, and gave his daughter extreme eczema.” 22 Despite the
lack of a broader ideological motive or systemic threat, an appellate court affirmed the man’s
terrorism conviction on the grounds that he was aware that his actions made people afraid 23 and
that he intended to “send a message” to the government, whom he blamed “for everything that
had gone wrong in his life.” 24
Michigan prosecutors likewise brought terrorism charges against an individual who tried to
attack the prosecutor in his sexual assault case. 25 Although a court ultimately dismissed the
terrorism charge, prosecutors seem to have brought it on the theory that the defendant attempted
to influence government conduct. 26 Threatening a judge or law enforcement official to influence
a pending court case might well fall within the plain text of a terrorism statute, but scarcely fits
the intended focus on systemic threats of violence in service of ideological or political
objectives. 27
Although one proposal for a federal domestic terrorism charge attempts to mitigate the risk of
overbroad use by requiring the Attorney General or a deputy to approve its use, 28 that
requirement would not preclude its use in marginal cases. In a polarized political environment,
an Attorney General might seek political advantage from approving terrorism charges against
domestic opponents. An Attorney General might also endorse federal prosecutors’ use of
onerous terrorism charges to extract plea agreements to lesser criminal charges. 29 Once federal
authorities have the power to use a broadly defined new terrorism offense, there is no guarantee
that self-restraint will confine its use to genuine terrorist threats.
II. The expansion of material support charges is neither necessary, nor advisable, to
counter domestic terrorism.
Federal authorities use two primary material support laws today: 18 U.S.C. § 2339B, which bans
material support to designated foreign terrorist organizations (FTOs), and 18 U.S.C. § 2339A,
Id. at * 5.
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which bans material support for particular terrorist crimes. Some law enforcement officials have
proposed new material support laws to respond to domestic terrorism. Most of these proposals
have gained little traction for very good reason: expanding the already broad scope of material
support to terrorism laws would present numerous risks for individuals, civil liberties, and our
political life.
Any new statute authorizing the listing of purely domestic terrorist organizations could be
devastating. The FTO statute already presents significant civil liberties concerns. As it is, the
statute prohibits “material support or resources” to listed organizations without regard to the
nature of the support or its purpose: thus even speech coordinated with such groups for entirely
peaceful purposes might fall within its crosshairs. 30 The expansive reach of the law, the
difficulty of challenging designations, the use of the charge in FBI sting operations that risk
entrapping individuals, and the stiff penalties associated with it all call for greater oversight, not
expansion. 31
Calls from across the political spectrum to brand movements or groups “terrorist organizations”
underscore the risk of expanding designations. Some members of Congress seek to designate
groups under the Antifa banner as domestic terrorist organizations; 32 the city of San Francisco
passed a resolution labeling the National Rifle Association a domestic terrorist group. 33
Moreover, a statute modeled on the FTO ban might violate the First Amendment, at least as
applied to the proscription of speech. 34 Finally, it is unclear whether the designation of domestic
organizations would even reach much domestic terrorism, given that intelligence assessments
describe such terrorism as primarily stemming from decentralized individuals or small groups. 35
The second material support statute, § 2339A, is not restricted to international terrorism in its
current form. That statute proscribes material support where an individual knows or intends that
it will be used to commit, or prepare to commit, enumerated federal terrorism offenses. 36 Most
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of the enumerated offenses listed can apply to either domestic or international terrorism. 37
Federal prosecutors have used this charge against at least four individuals accused of providing
support to domestic terrorism, and likely could have used it in other domestic terrorism
scenarios. 38
Although the list of predicate offenses in the statute might not cover all domestic terrorism, there
are good reasons not to expand the statute to include, for instance, a new domestic terrorism
crime. For one thing, the existing charge already facilitates prosecutions of individuals several
degrees removed from violent acts—a feature of the law that should be revisited. For instance,
because prosecutors can charge conspiracies to provide material support, and the statute includes
predicate offenses that are themselves conspiracy crimes, the existing law allows the charging of
conspiracies to support conspiracies. 39 Moreover, the manner in which prosecutors have used §
2339A has already raised concern that the government is preemptively punishing individuals
who may not have presented a threat. 40 As implemented, this “anticipatory prosecution”
approach often raises serious human rights concerns. 41 In sum, the use of material support
charges merits greater oversight, not less.
III. Federal authorities have sufficient powers to investigate domestic terrorism threats,
many of which require greater oversight rather than expansion.
Federal agencies have broad authority to investigate threats of terrorism, whether international or
domestic. In recent decades, successive versions of the Attorney General’s Guidelines for
Domestic FBI Operations have expanded the scope of information the FBI may obtain, reduced
the degree of connection to criminal activity required, and weakened procedural protections. 42
For instance, the FBI now has the explicit authority to conduct “assessments” of potential
criminal activity with “no particular factual predication.” 43 Assessments allow agents to search
(potentially vast) commercial databases, track a person’s movements, and even task a
confidential informant to report on the person’s activities.44 While there must be an “authorized
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purpose” and “clearly defined objective” for such assessments, FBI agents need not demonstrate
facts suggesting a basis for suspicion. 45
Nor are the standards for opening preliminary or full investigations especially demanding.
Agents may open a preliminary investigation—permitting more intensive surveillance—on the
basis of “information or an allegation” indicating that a federal crime “has or may have occurred,
is or may be occurring, or will or may occur” and where the investigation may help elicit
relevant information. 46 Full investigations, which permit additional investigative methods,
require an “articulable factual basis” that “reasonably indicates” that a federal crime has or may
occur. 47 In addition, Justice Department guidelines permit the FBI to conduct far-reaching
enterprise investigations of groups suspected of supporting domestic terrorism. 48
Although FBI investigations generally require a tie to a prospective federal criminal violation,
there is little indication that this requirement practically limits the FBI’s domestic terrorism
investigations. First, as discussed above, a wide range of federal criminal laws are already
available for domestic terrorism. Second, even if a federal crime cannot ultimately be charged,
investigations can be predicated on the possibility of a future violation—a significantly lower
standard. Finally, the FBI has additional jurisdiction to investigate violations of state law in
certain circumstances, such as felony killings of state or local law enforcement officers. 49
Moreover, the Attorney General Guidelines and the FBI’s internal rules explicitly permit
investigations implicating First Amendment rights. These guidelines prohibit investigations
based solely on the exercise of such rights. 50 But they clarify that agents acting with an
authorized purpose, such as assessing a potential criminal violation, may observe and collect
First Amendment-protected speech and review its content. 51 For example, FBI agents may
monitor a political group’s advocacy of unspecified “action” against perceived enemies, even if
the government cannot suppress the advocacy itself. 52
Reviewing these guidelines, the Justice Department Inspector General concluded in 2010 that
they “allow the FBI wide latitude to pursue” investigations “that may implicate First Amendment
considerations.” 53 The Inspector General further stated that existing policies and guidelines
“allow the FBI to open preliminary and full investigations through standards that are easily
met.” 54
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Therefore, the idea that the FBI has limited power to investigate white supremacist violence is
simply wrong. Existing restrictions are minimal. To the extent that First Amendment guidelines
provide any constraint, they do so for good reason: to discourage freewheeling investigations of
political speech or ideas in the absence of a genuine criminal threat.
IV. New terrorism charges or surveillance powers, if enacted, may be misdirected
towards unwarranted investigations and prosecutions of communities of color or
political dissenters.
An expansion of terrorism charges or associated surveillance powers is ill-advised in light of
both the government’s historical response to political threats and systemic racial inequalities in
the criminal justice system. The FBI’s sweeping programs to surveil and disrupt anti-war
protestors and civil rights activists during the 1950s and 1960s, including Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr., are well-known. According to historian David Cunningham, the FBI viewed “any challenge
by nonwhites…as threatening to a conventional vision of an ideal America.” 55 At the same time,
the FBI conducted a more limited campaign against the Ku Klux Klan and other white
supremacist groups because the agency opposed those groups’ violence but accepted their
beliefs. 56 Historians have observed that liberal support for the FBI’s infiltration of “white hate”
groups gave the agency a freer hand for its more intense targeting of black activists and anti-war
groups. 57
There are at least two historical lessons to draw from such accounts: first, that law enforcement
agencies’ approach to threats may vary based on the underlying ideologies and communities
implicated; and second, that political support for addressing white supremacist violence can
sometimes lead to diminished oversight of law enforcement powers—to the detriment of
marginalized communities.
Law enforcement officials often dismiss such concerns as antiquated. Yet in recent decades, the
FBI and other law enforcement agencies have continued to focus inordinate attention on
communities of color—particularly U.S. Muslim communities—and on political activists. For
example, the FBI and other agencies have “mapped” Muslim communities in the United States,
deployed informants throughout these communities, solicited intelligence through community
engagement programs, conducted wide-scale “voluntary interviews,” and extensively monitored
Internet activity—all with little oversight or accountability. 58 According to Professor Amna
Akbar, misguided radicalization theories “transformed the project of counterterrorism
intelligence gathering into one squarely focused on gathering as much information as possible
about Muslim life in the United States, with a particular emphasis on political and religious
cultures of Muslim communities.” 59
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The FBI’s investigations of domestic civil society groups or their members have also generated
concern. In 2010, the Justice Department Inspector General issued an extensive report on
allegations that the FBI had improperly investigated certain anti-war, animal rights, and
environmental advocacy groups. 60 The Inspector General concluded that, while the FBI had not
targeted the groups solely on the basis of First Amendment activities, it had sometimes opened
investigations without a sufficient factual basis, extended investigations that should have ended
(leading to individuals remaining on terrorist watchlists without justification), improperly
classified lawful protest activities as terrorism, and collected and retained information related to
non-violent civil disobedience. 61
Still more recently, the FBI’s publication of a threat assessment on a broadly defined category of
“black identity extremists” 62 and its investigations of an indigenous-led oil pipeline protest
movement 63 have magnified concerns over how the agency conceptualizes terrorism. For
instance, despite the largely peaceful nature of pipeline protests, considerable industry and
political support has led to the increasing scrutiny of pipeline disruption as terrorism. In at least
31 states, legislators have introduced bills to curtail pipeline protests, some of which expand
definitions of terrorism, and 84 members of Congress wrote to the Justice Department inquiring
whether damaging pipelines qualifies as domestic terrorism. 64 While law enforcement agencies
should direct attention to individuals credibly threatening actual violence across ideologies, the
risk is that individuals from marginalized communities—or those opposing dominant economic
or political interests—will receive the greatest scrutiny and most punitive treatment, and in
circumstances that blur the line between terrorism and dissent.
V. Conclusion
This Committee is undertaking a critically important review of the federal government’s
approach to domestic terrorism. Many have proposed commendable measures to improve
understanding of the threat and direct attention and resources towards combatting it. Proposals
to create new terrorism offenses or expand surveillance authorities, however, are misguided. The
existing legal framework for addressing terrorism merits greater oversight, not expansion.
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